






















































28     TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR

When the sun shines on natchez, Miss., it does 
more than just brighten the day. it saves the natchez Wastewater treatment 
Facility tens of thousands of dollars in biosolids handling costs. natchez is 
the site of a new “greenhouse” solar biosolids drying system. operational for 
about one year, it is only the second such drying system in Mississippi.

“We used to have to haul our biosolids to a site near the natchez airport 
for liquid injection,” explains plant manager Michael stewart. “it was very 
expensive, because our solids content was only around 10 percent.”

now most of that water is evaporated in the thermo-system active solar 
drying system from Parkson corp., and he feels the cake will be popular with 
farmers and gardeners when it comes time to begin distribution of the solids. 
“We’re not doing this to make money, but to save money,” stewart says. “even 
if we have to still haul some biosolids off site it will be a lot less expensive 
than it was. We don’t intend to ever need to haul wet sludge off site again.”

Better process
the natchez facility serves about 7,400 customers in a historic city on the 

east bank of the Mississippi River. about 2.5 mgd (more during rainy periods) 
flows into the plant through a man-
ual bar screen. three 25 hp Fair-
banks Morse submersible pumps 
move the flow through a Parshall 
flume with a metering device and 
then to an aerated grit chamber.

a Parkson automatic bar screen 
removes remaining debris before 
the flow passes to two aeration 
basins, each with four ovivo Pro-
cess surface aerators. treated waste-
water is clarified, chlorinated, and 
dechlorinated with sulfur dioxide 
before flowing by gravity to the Mis-
sissippi. an alarm system notifies 
operators of high levels in the influ-
ent wet well or of any leaks in the 
chlorination system. natchez has an 
operations and maintenance staff of 
six, who work 10-hour shifts.

the biosolids process has 
changed significantly. in the past, 
aerobic digesters stabilized the bio-

solids, which then were pumped to a pair of 3-acre, 8-foot-deep lagoons on 
the plant site. about every 10 years, the lagoons were cleaned, and the largely 
liquid biosolids were trucked to fields near the airport, where a private con-
tractor injected the material into the ground as fertilizer. the treatment facil-
ity produces about 575 dry tons of biosolids per year.

even though the lagoon cleanings were infrequent, they were expensive. 
“it cost us more than $300,000 a year ago when we emptied just one-half of 
one of the lagoons,” stewart says. “ninety percent of what we removed and  

hauled away was water. and that still left 17,000 dry tons of solids in the two 
lagoons combined.”

Like many small cities, natchez has been losing industry and population, 
especially during the recession. Reducing operating costs is critical. that’s 
why superintendent and city engineer david Gardner, the engineering firm 
of Williford, Gearhart and Knight engineering, and stewart’s team got 
together with the drying specialists at Parkson to investigate a new way to 
manage biosolids. 

Gardner had read an article about Parkson’s solar sludge drying system, 
which draws 95 percent of its drying energy from the sun and is in use at 
more than 150 sites around the world. Parkson says that due to low operating 
costs, the system can achieve significant savings compared to alternatives 
like hauling and wet biosolids. 

the solar drying system, built by a contractor, cost $5 million. the amer-
ican Recovery and Reinvestment act (federal stimulus program) provided 
$4.3 million, and natchez borrowed the remainder with a 20-year, low-inter-
est loan.

effective process
at natchez, biosolids are pumped from the existing lagoons into a 

65,000-gallon tank using a FLuMP dredge manufactured by sRs crisafulli. 
From there, the material is pumped to a belt press (supplied by BdP indus-
tries) and conditioned with a sedifloc 680cL polymer from 3F chimica amer-
icas. the biosolids are delivered to the press at 2 to 2.5 percent solids and 
leave the press at about 22 percent solids. Filtrate from the press is directed 
to the head of the treatment plant. 

A solAr drying system helps A mississippi treAtment plAnt 
sAve on biosolids mAnAgement And progress towArd ClAss A stAtus

By Jim Force

“We can get as much as 90 percent dry solids  

in as little as 10 days in the summer. In the winter, 

it may take a week longer.”
Michael Stewart

the thermo-system active solar biosolids drying “greenhouses” from  
parkson Corp.

operator larry young adjusts belt 
tension on the bdp industries  
belt press.
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Perhaps no issue is more important in the clean-water pro-
fession than replacing experienced operators who will soon 
retire. Cities and agencies are trying a range of remedies, from 

high school and technical college outreach to formal internship pro-
grams, some with potential to lead directly into careers.

Now the State of Wisconsin is offering a full-blown apprentice-
ship program for wastewater treatment operators under the auspices 
of the Wisconsin Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards (BAS) and the 
state Department of Natural Resources. 

The three-year apprenticeships consist of 90 percent on-the-job 
training under the supervision of an experienced operator, along with 
10 percent related classroom instruction. The program covers core 
topics needed by all wastewater operators, and additional topics unique 
to the employer. The program opened to applicants in August.

Apprentices are paid to learn on the job and to attend related 
classes. Wages increase progressively. Upon completing the pro-
gram, the apprentice receives a recognized, portable credential as a 
journey-level (highly skilled) worker, according to Owen Smith, 
SAGE outreach coordinator with the BAS.

The wastewater treatment operator apprenticeship is funded by 
a $6 million grant given by the U.S. Department of Labor and admin-
istered by the state. The program was driven by the impending 
retirement of many wastewater operators and the lack of new opera-
tors entering the profession. Smith talked about the program with TPO.

: Is Wisconsin the first state to offer a program like this?
Smith: We are not the first to offer an apprenticeship program 

for this trade, but our program is the first of its kind nationally. That’s 
because it follows a hybrid model in which the apprentice learns 
each duty and task for a required minimum number of hours and 
then must demonstrate competency to an experienced operator 
before continuing. 

Traditional apprenticeship programs are time-based, meaning 
an apprentice operator would learn a specific duty at the plant for a 
larger quantity of hours, say, 500 hours, after which he or she would 
be considered to know the skill and could continue in the program. 

: How does this apprenticeship differ from some of the 
formal internship programs we see around the industry?

Smith: An apprenticeship is unique in that it is first and fore-

most a job. Apprentices learn 
directly under the supervision of 
experienced operators, 90 per-
cent of the time on the job. They 
are also paid to attend related 
instruction in a classroom setting. 
Our program covers 6,000 hours, 
or about three years, and it is 
designed to incorporate opera-
tor certifications in subclasses.

:  Who and what drove 
the creation of this program, 
and how long has it been in development?

Smith: Industry drives apprenticeships in terms of what pro-
grams are offered and what content is included. Leaders of wastewa-
ter treatment plants and representatives of the DNR approached our 
bureau about two years ago, concerned with the impending retire-
ments of operators and the lack of trained replacements in the pipe-
line. The bureau of course was happy to lend assistance. 

About a year later, we solicited the SAGE (Sector Alliance for the 
Green Economy) grant, which is a State Energy Sector Partnership 
grant. It’s focused on meeting the labor needs of the energy sector. 
Our proposal included developing new apprenticeship programs for 

occupations that we considered inherently green, 
and that is certainly true of wastewater treatment 
operations. 

: What input did the wastewater profes-
sion and the DNR have in developing the intern-
ship program?

Smith: The program content was developed by 
skilled operators with consultation from the DNR. 

The industry’s input was very extensive. The program design and 
content were developed by the bureau and an industry focus group 
that includes representatives from eight treatment plants, two inde-
pendent trainers, staff from Moraine Park Technical College and the 
Wisconsin Technical College System, and the Wisconsin Wastewater 
Operators Association (WWOA). The design process was facilitated by 
a third-party organization, Worldwide Instructional Design System. 

We began in October of last year with the rather involved process 
of defining the occupation of wastewater treatment operator in 
terms of its key duties and key tasks. That involved skilled operators 
discussing exactly what an operator does. 

Once our focus group came to consensus on the occupation 
description, we had a much larger sample of operators validate that. 
The next step was to determine what duties and tasks would be best 
learned by an apprentice on the job and which would be best learned 

Professional Stature
Wisconsin’s neW WasteWater operator apprentice program aims to add 
to the industry talent pool With a three-year hands-on training regimen

By Ted J. Rulseh

IN MY WORDS

owen smith, sage outreach 
coordinator with the Wisconsin 
Bureau of apprenticeship  
standards (Bas).

“An apprenticeship is unique in that it is first and foremost a job. 

The apprentice learns directly under the supervision of experienced 

operators, 90 percent of the time on the job. They are also paid to 

attend related instruction in a classroom setting.”
OWeN SMIth

in classroom instruction. We also discussed fundamentals an appren-
tice should be required to learn, such as basic chemistry.

: Who will actually provide the classroom instruction?
Smith: The instruction will be provided by Moraine Park Techni-

cal College. They helped us determine which existing courses would 
be appropriate for the apprentices and whether new courses needed 
to be developed. It turned out that no new courses were needed. 
We’ll use programs within the school’s existing associate degree pro-
gram. And, even better, they’ll be offered online and so easily acces-
sible to plants throughout the state, 
especially plants in remote areas. 

: Is the on-the-job training 
highly structured, or is it largely at 
the discretion of the host facility?

Smith: For the on-the-job portion, the focus 
group determined a core set of duties and tasks that 
are applicable to the target plants, which are facili-
ties with flows of 1 mgd or less. We chose to target 
facilities of that size because they represent about 85 
percent of the facilities in the state and were deter-
mined by our industry representatives to have the 
greatest need for new operators. However, because 
the duties taught are central to the wastewater oper-
ator occupation, those skills will meet the needs of 
mid-sized and large plants, as well. 

: What do you feel a formal apprenticeship 
program does for the stature of the clean-water 
profession?

Smith: We feel it gives the industry a very strong, 
recognized journeyworker credential, in addition to 
providing a very high-quality pipeline for future 
operators. The availability of the recognized, porta-
ble credential is one of the biggest benefits of an 
apprenticeship program.

: Will the journeyworker credential specif-
ically in wastewater treatment be recognized across 
state borders in the same manner as, say, a tool 
and die maker or machinist journeyworker status?

Smith: We are very confident that this creden-
tial will be recognized and portable within Wiscon-
sin and beyond because our program is approved  
by the national Office of Apprenticeship within the 
U.S. Department of Labor. That means the journey-
worker card an apprentice will receive upon com-
pleting the program is a recognized credential in 
other states, whether or not they have similar 
programs. 

That aside, a prospective employer would cer-
tainly see value in an apprentice who has completed 
three years of progressive on-the-job training in 
addition to related classroom instruction, all devel-
oped by the industry.

: How will apprentices’ pay compare with 
that of established operators?

Smith: Apprentices earn a percentage of what 
the bureau calls the skilled wage rate, which is the 
rate paid to the greatest number of skilled operators 
at the host facility or the rate specified in a bargain-
ing agreement. Generally apprentices begin by earn-

ing at least 50 percent of a skilled operator’s wage, and then that 
wage increases throughout the apprenticeship. However, the appren-
tice wage scale must average 60 percent of the skilled wage rate over 
the term of the apprentice contract. Upon completion of the pro-
gram, the apprentice earns the wage of a skilled operator, according 
to the plant’s compensation schedule or bargaining agreement. 

: What have you seen so far in terms of response to this pro-
gram from clean-water agencies and from prospective apprentices? 

Smith: Our first indication of interest in this program was the 

“The program content was developed by a focus group of skilled operators 

with consultation from the DNR. The industry’s input was very extensive.”
OWeN SMIth
























































